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1 Executive Summary 

The purpose of the current report is to document the work performed in the context of “D2.1 Trust Broker 
Mechanism” of Task 2.1 “Trust Broker Mechanism” and its results until M14. The actual deliverable is a piece 
software which the Grant Agreement [11] classifies as type OTHER. The results of this task as of the date this 
report is written are:  

• The design and implementation of the MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT) broker used by the Trust 
Manager & Broker (TMB). 

• The design and implementation of the Trust Agent and its interfaces. 

• The implementation of the first version of the algorithm that computes an IoT device’s initial trust score is 
deployed and executes. 

• The definition and implementation of interfaces that enable the TMB to be integrated with the 
Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) manager, the Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment module and 
with the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). 

• The integration of the TMB with the DLT, the Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment module and with the 
MUD manager. 

In addition to the results this report describes in detail the work carried out in the context of Task 2.1 until M14 and 
the methodology that was followed. Moreover, it gives a description of how the TMB component was integrated 
with other components of the ERATOSTHENES architecture and an overview of the TMB’s current 
functionalities. Furthermore, the relation of D2.1 to other deliverables is given as well as the requirements associated 
with it as outlined in D1.2 [6]. 
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2 Introduction 

This section serves as an introduction to the current report by mapping the work carried out until M14 in the 
context of Task 2.1 to the sections of this report. Moreover, it outlines the structure of this report and presents the 
deliverables that provided inputs to Deliverable 2.1. 

2.1 Mapping ERATOSTHENES Outputs 

The purpose of this subsection is to map ERATOSTHENES Grand Agreement commitments, both within the 
formal Deliverable and Task description, against the project’s respective outputs and work performed. This mapping 
can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1: Adherence to ERATOSTHENES GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions 

ERATOSTHENES 
GA Component 

Title 

ERATOSTHENES GA 
Component Outline 

Respective 
Document 
Chapter(s) 

Justification 

DELIVERABLE     

D2.1 Trust Broker 
Mechanism  

This deliverable includes the 
outputs from Task 2.1 
regarding the development 
of trust broker mechanisms 
and algorithms to feed the 
Trust Manager & Broker 
(TMB). 

Sections 3 and 4. 

Sections 3 and 4 cover the definition, 
description, and development of the 
ERATOSTHENES Trust Manager & 
Broker component.  

• Subsection 3.2 covers the use 
cases requirements that this 
deliverable satisfies as well as 
the business/industrial 
challenges it addresses.  

• Subsection 3.1.2 covers the 
design decisions during the 
development phase. 

• Section 4 describes in detail 
the implementation and 
deployment aspects of D2.1. 

TASKS    

T2.1 Trust Broker 
Mechanism 

The task aims to design and 
develop the Trust Broker 
Mechanism of the TMB 
component, to broker 
interactions between the 
IoT/Fog devices and the 
TMB. Within the scope of 
the task the interfaces 
between the Trust Broker 
and the Trust Agents will be 
implemented to allow for 
the collection, filtering data 
pre-processing of trust 
information from different 
applications, services (as 
defined by 

Sections 3 and 4. 

Section 3 covers the design and 
implementation process of the Trust 
Manager & Broker component as it 
will be deployed in the context of the 
initial Proof of Concept. Specifically, 
subsection 3.3.1 describes the 
implementation methodology 
followed. 

• Section 3.3.2 outlines the 
design decisions that were 
taken during the 
implementation of the Trust 
Manager & Broker.  

• Section 3.3.3 describes issues 
that occurred during the 
implementation of the Trust 
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ERATOSTHENES pilots) 
and devices (feedback and 
recommendations from 
other devices). The Trust 
Broker functionality will be 
implemented as a publish-
subscribe system, such that 
ERATOSTHENES services 
and applications and other 
IoT devices will need to 
subscribe to the system 
using the proper credential, 
to receive the required data 
for trust evaluation from the 
broker. Moreover, within 
the scope of this task the 
Trust Broker will be 
implemented to act as a 
service-router, which is 
responsible to select the 
appropriate TMB to broker 
trust-related information, 
based on different policies, 
including a) the proximity of 
the TMB and the involved 
IoT/Fog devices, b) the 
TMB instance with the 
higher processing and 
storage capacity and c) 
dynamic reconfiguration of 
the TMB selections when 
communication resources 
between IoT devices and 
TMBs or processing 
resources of selected TMBs 
are depleted. Part of this 
task is also the design and 
the development of the trust 
computation algorithms (to 
be deployed in TMB). The 
results will be documented 
in D2.1 and in the final 
consolidated version of 
technical outcomes (D2.8). 

Manager and Broker. 

Section 4 covers the definition of 
interfaces between the Trust Agent 
and the TMB (subsection 4.2.2), the 
TMB and the TMRA (subsection 
4.2.5), the TMB and MUD Manager 
(subsection 4.2.4), as well as the TMB 
and the DLT (subsection 4.2.5). 
Moreover, section 4 provides the 
message templates and MQTT topics 
utilized to facilitate communication 
among these components. 
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2.2 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure 

2.2.1 Deliverable 2.1 report structure 

The present report comprises seven sections which are the following: 

• Section 1- The D2.1 report’s executive summary: outlines the deliverable’s results and the work carried out. 

• Section 2 -Introduction: this section describes the mapping of the work carried out in the context of D2.1 
and Task 2.1 to the ERATOSTHENES Grant Agreement [11] and presents the D2.1 report structure as 
well as the relationship between this deliverable and others. 

• Section 3 - Architecture Orientation and Industrial Requirements: provides insight on the TMBs position in 
the ERATOSTHENES architecture, presents associated requirements, outlines design decisions and issues. 

• Section 4 - Trust Manager & Broker Description: outlines the technologies utilized to develop and deploy 
the TMB along with the interfaces used in its integration. 

• Section 5 - Research and scientific innovation: Describes the innovation of the TMB in comparison to the 
related work. 

• Section 6 – Conclusions 

• Section 7 - References 

2.2.2 Deliverable 2.1 inputs from other deliverables 

Deliverable 2.1 builds on the results and outputs of deliverables that were under preparation or submitted until M14 
of the ERATOSTHENES project. The outcomes of the following deliverables contributed to the formation of D2.1 
and thus are considered as inputs to it: 

• “D1.2 Use cases, requirements and methodological framework”: it was delivered in M6 and provides the 
requirements associated to the Trust Manager & Broker component [6]. 

• “D1.3 Preliminary ERATOSTHENES Architecture”: provides interactions between components, 
specifications regarding utilized communication protocols between them, technologies to be utilized as well 
as an overview of the proposed platform’s operations and components. This deliverable was delivered in M6 
[7]. 

• “D2.2 Prototype of Threat Modelling and Deployer of Trust Agents”: Although delivered in M14 this 
deliverable provided the interfaces and MQTT topics required to integrate the Threat Modelling & Risk 
assessment module with the TMB. 

• “D4.1 DLT-based Trust Framework”: Although it is to be delivered in M18 this deliverable has provided 
the data templates and interfaces utilized to store to the DLT data generated by the TMB. 

• “D4.2 Secure deployment and registration of IoT devices”: Even though this deliverable is due on M18 it 
has provided the interfaces the TMB requires, in the context of the initial PoC, to be integrated with the 
MUD manager 

• “D5.1 First system integration and Proof of Concept”: This deliverable is due on M14, nevertheless it has 
provided insight on the MQTT topics the TMB will utilize in the initial PoC. 
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3 Architecture Orientation and Industrial Requirements 

The purpose of this section is to introduce the position of the Trust Manager & Broker component in the context of 
the greater ERATOSTHENES architecture. Moreover, it provides a high-level description of the modules that are 
subsets of the Trust Manager & Broker and were integrated to it until M14 of the project. Additionally, it details 
implementation and integration issues that occurred during the Trust Manager & Broker’s development. Finally, this 
section outlines the TMB component’s industrial positioning along with the associated end-user requirements. 

3.1 Architectural Positioning and design decisions 

This subsection describes the Trust Manager & Broker component’s position in the ERATOSTHENES 
architecture, gives insight to the modules it encompasses, and presents design decisions. 

3.1.1 Architectural Positioning 

In Figure 1 the reader can see the most recent version of the ERATOSTHENES architecture [7] and realize that the 
Trust Manager & Broker component sits at the heart of the overall platform. That is because the Trust Manager & 
Broker facilitates interactions, between components on the domain side (e.g., Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment 
and DLT) but also allows these components to communicate, albeit indirectly, with IoT devices.  

 

Figure 1 Eratosthenes Architecture 

Besides facilitating interactions among several entities of the ERATOSTHENES platform, another reason the Trust 
Manager & Broker is at the centre of the architecture is that it also performs a gamut of functionalities and 
operations vital to every IoT setting. These functionalities and operations include but are not limited to Trust 
Management, Risk Assessment, Cyber Threat Intelligence sharing, as well as providing information regarding an IoT 
device’s expected behaviour. To achieve these functionalities and services the Trust Manager & Broker comprises 
eight distinct modules. These are: 

• The Trust Manager 

• The Threat Modeling & Risk Assessment (TMRA) 

• The MUD manager 

• The Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) Sharing Agent 
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• The Monitoring Intrusion Detection System (IDS) 

• The MQTT Broker 

• The gRPC client 

• The MQTT client 

However Deliverable 2.1 is the implementation of the Trust Manager & Broker in the context of the initial Proof of 
Concept in which a subset of the aforementioned modules is deployed. These modules are: 

• The Trust Manager: Calculates a trust score value for an IoT device using the trust score calculation 
algorithm. Additionally, it maintains trust relationships and publishes trust information for a device to the 
Hyperledger Fabric DLT and to other entities of the ERATOSTHENES architecture. 

• The MQTT Broker: plays a vital role in the Trust Manager & Broker since it is responsible for receiving and 
filtering all MQTT messages, determining which MQTT client is subscribed to each message topic, and 
forwarding messages from a specific MQTT topic to the subscribed MQTT clients. The MQTT broker also 
holds the session data of all MQTT clients that have persistent sessions, including subscriptions and missed 
messages [12].  

• The Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment: represents a model-based analysis framework that creates, 
manages, and maintains a shadow threat model of the system at run time. This is an analysis model that 
allows calculating risk values on a per-device basis. This threat analysis framework will be used to calculate 
and recalculate risk and trust with regards to security and privacy threats. 

• The MUD manager: a service responsible for interpreting the MUD File of the devices. It receives the URL 
of the MUD File from the device and obtains it from the file servers. The obtained file contains the access 
requirements provided by a manufacturer and creates Access Control Lists (ACLs) that can be installed on 
the computers in the network to allow such access. 

• The gRPC client: Enables the Trust Manager & Broker to write and read data to and from the Hyperledger 
Fabric DLT. 

• The MQTT Client: The MQTT client is deployed on entities and services of the ERATOSTHENES 
platform that are publishers and subscribers and connects to the MQTT broker. In the context of the initial 
Proof of Concept the Trust Agent, Trust Manager, MUD manager, and the Threat Modelling & Risk 
Assessment modules have all MQTT clients. 

3.1.2 Design Decisions 

As stated in Table 1 this subsection outlines the design decisions taken during the design and development of the 
Trust Manager & Broker. There are two main design decisions regarding the Trust Manager & Broker that were 
reached during the design and development phase of this component. These decisions were taken after considering 
certain needs of the TMB’s implementation and focus on data storage and complexity reduction.  

The first decision resulted in incorporating a database to the Trust Manager and Broker. Specifically, during the 
design and development of the Trust Manager & Broker it became apparent that this component will constantly 
receive data from not only its modules (e.g., TMRA) but also from other components such as the Trust Agent (TA) 
and the DLT. Therefore, it was determined that the Trust Manager & Broker will have to store these incoming data 
in a persistent manner since its temporary storage may become overwhelmed after a point, something that may result 
to loss of incoming data. Consequently, the decision was made that the TMB should employ a database that will 
allow it to record and retrieve data.  

The second design decision was to merge the Trust Manager, including the Trust Score calculation Algorithm, with 
the MQTT broker. This decision resulted to forming one entity that acts both as the MQTT Broker and the Trust 
Manager. The main incentive behind this decision was to reduce the complexity in the Trust Manager & Broker 
implementation. Specifically, the aim was to reduce the steps required to communicate information among the 
modules of the Trust Manager & Broker and minimize information transmission delays. Moreover, this decision led 
to the reduction of the number of MQTT clients inside the Trust Manager & Broker and consequently the latter’s 
overall overhead and complexity. Nevertheless, if necessary, a separate MQTT client, which will represent the Trust 
Manager, can be added with small implementation effort. 
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3.2 Business, Industrial Positioning and End-User Requirements 

The most prominent industrial/business challenge that the Trust Manager & Broker component covers is that it 
enables the formation of trust between entities in an IoT ecosystem. In the context of IoT networks, trust refers to 
the expectation that an IoT device will provide, correct, truthful and reliable service to another entity upon the 
latter’s request. The level of a device’s trustworthiness is represented by a score of numerical value. Therefore, the 
first goal of the TMB component is to generate and provide evidence regarding an IoT device’s level of 
trustworthiness as well as maintain and update Trust Records for every device in an IoT network. 

An additional industrial/business challenge the TMB component covers is that it contributes towards the 
computation of an IoT device’s threat and risk level. It achieves that by forwarding to the Threat Modelling & Risk 
Assessment module events regarding a particular IoT device. 

The Trust Manager & Broker plays a central role in the ERATOSTHENES project and consequently is involved in 
every pilot. Table 2 explains the significance that each requirement has for every scenario and use case. On the other 
hand, Table 3 lists the requirements defined in “D1.2 Use cases, requirements and methodological Framework” that 
are relevant to the Trust Manager & Broker component and “Task 2.1 Trust Broker Mechanism” of the 
ERATOSTHENES project. In addition to describing the requirements associated with the TMB, Table 3 also 
provides insight with regards to the maturity that the TMB’s current implementation achieves in each requirement. 
To this end, Table 3 employs a color-coding system in which green, orange, and grey indicate high, medium and low 
levels of maturity respectively. Specifically, in the context of the TMB’s current implementation, which is essentially a 
Minimum Viable Product, each level of maturity has the following significance: 

• High maturity: requirements which are currently satisfied but will be enhanced in the project’s next stages. 

• Medium maturity: ongoing requirements which are part of the ongoing development and integration and 
will be achieved in the next integration round. 

• Low maturity: requirements that need the completeness of a set of components that are currently in a low 
level of maturity. 

Table 2: Requirements' significance annotation 

Key Description 

M MUST: Describes a requirement that must be satisfied in the final platform for the platform to be 
considered a success. 

S SHOULD: Represents a high-priority item that should be included in the platform if it is possible. 
This is often a critical requirement but one which can be satisfied in other ways if strictly necessary. 

C COULD: Describes a requirement which is considered desirable but not necessary. This will be 
included if time and resources permit. 

 

Table 3: List of requirements related to task 2.1 and deliverable 2.1 

Req ID Description Importance Rationale Maturity 

Pilot 1: Functional Requirements 

P1_FR_10 
Devices in a network must 
have some increased trust 
value/score 

M 
Consistency regarding the trust 

values between the IoT network and 
the DLT. 

Medium 
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P1_FR_21 Context driven automatic 
deployment of trust 
management agents 

M For continuous update and 
trustworthiness assurance of trust 

agents. 

Low 

Pilot 1: Non-functional Requirements 

P1_NFR_03 
Accuracy of trust model to 
estimate direct/indirect trust 
attributes 

M 

Trust model of the solution must 
reach a required accuracy 

Low 

P1_NFR_04 

Reputation effect in attacked 
nodes. 

M 
An attack against the node will result 

in a reduction of the node’s 
reputation (reputation effect) 

Low 

P1_NFR13 Consistent representation of 
trust and trust relationships 
in automotive (vehicle and 
smart city) IoT networks 

M Use protocols and mechanism able 
to represent and manage trust and 

trust relationships in IoT networks in 
a consistent way. 

Medium 

Pilot 2: Functional Requirements 

P2_FR_01 
Consistent representation of 
trust relationships in 
personalized health devices 

M 
Heterogeneous Health devices are 
validated based on a common trust 

score schemas/approach 

Low 

P2_FR_02 
Per-device trust calculation 
and calibration of trust in 
devices 

M Algorithms to calculate trust at the 
basis of relevant inputs/events. 

Means to tune/calibrate/configure 
these algorithms to specific 

applications 

Medium 

P2_FR_04 
Devices can be enrolled in 
the system and associated to 
user identity. 

M 
After user authenticates, devices are 
automatically enrolled in the system 
and associated to the user’s identity 

Low 

P2_FR_05 The enrolment process is 
automatic after user input 
without direct intervention 
by Tellu 

M 
After user authenticates, devices are 
automatically enrolled in the system, 
and given identity and trust values 

Medium 

P2_FR_06 The trust score 
measurement is assigned to 
every device and service, 
internal or external to the 
infrastructure. 

M Automatically, trust scores are 
calculated and continuously updated 

based on behavior and device 
characteristics like certifications or 

provenance. 

Low 
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P2_FR_07 Threat analysis depending 
on trust and context must be 
held to decide whether 
interactions/data sharing will 
be allowed 

M Data sources (especially third-party 
services) must be evaluated regarding 
their trust value and the context (e.g., 

emergency) to allow or not the 
sharing of their data 

Low 

P2_FR_11 Initial Trust Score 
assignment to IoT devices 
during the enrollment phase 

 

M 

 
Use context and reputation-based 

trust score calculation mechanisms to 
produce the initial trust score. 

High 

Pilot 2: Non-Functional Requirements 

P2_NFR_01 Reduce the time on device 
trusted enrolment and access 
configuration 

 

M 

 Improve efficiency (time) of new 
devices enrolment in the network. 

Low 

P2_NFR_04 Reduce the resources cost to 
set up the identity and trust 
management mechanisms 
for integrating a third-party 
add-on service 

 

M 

Reduction of resources on setting up 
(configuring) any identity and trust 
management mechanisms for 3rd 

party devices. 

Low 

Pilot 3: Non-Functional Requirements 

P3_NFR_04 Accuracy of trust model to 
estimate trust attributes of 
3rd-devices 

 

M 

Trust modelling accuracy 

Low  

P3_NFR_11 
Consistent representation of 
trust and trust relationships 
in Industry 4.0 devices 

M 
Heterogeneous Industry 4.0 devices 
are validated based on a common 

trust score schema 

Low 

EXT_NFR_01 
Protection of the TMB from 
Trust Management (TM) 
Related Attacks 

M The trust data stored in the DLT will 
be used as means to detect TM 

related attacks and defend the TMB 
from them 

Medium 

EXT_FR_02 The infrastructure must 
provide the means to 
publish CTI based on 
authentication and or 
trust/reputation of source 

M 
CTI sharing is an important source 

of information to allow security 
assets to be up to date and able to 
detect and respond to cyberattacks 

Low 

EXT_NFR_08 
Trust evaluations in cross-
domain scenarios should be 
able to take into account the 
trustworthiness of the 
domain of origin 

S Cross-domain scenarios involved 
retrieval of information coming from 
other domains, which may be more 

or less reputable, so trust evaluations 
should be able to take that 
information into account 

Low 
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3.3 Methodology 

3.3.1 Implementation methodology 

The methodology employed for the design and development of the TMB component is Agile methodology [18] as 
agreed by the consortium. In the context of the Trust Manager & Broker implementation the following steps took 
place. 

• Initially a simplified version of the TMB containing only the MQTT broker was implemented along with the 
TA to demonstrate the MQTT broker’s functionalities.  

• Next, the need to enable interactions between the TMB and the DLT was addressed. To this end, by 
collaborating with INLE, UPRC incorporated a gRPC client to the TMB. Concurrently, UPRC collaborated 
with the KUL and UMU, respective owners of TMRA and MUD manager modules, involved in the 
project’s initial PoC, to define interfaces among these modules and MQTT topics.  

• This was followed by sharing information regarding the technologies involved in the development of each 
module, their inputs, and outputs as well as details on how to deploy and run them.  

• In parallel, dockerized versions of the TMRA and MUD manager modules were made available to UPRC so 

as to proceed with their integration to the TMB in the context of the initial PoC. 

Meetings: 

• Bimonthly meetings were organized by the WP2 leader.  

• During these meetings all partners involved in WP2 provided insight and were kept informed on the 
progress of each component’s design and development.  

• Moreover, risks, issues and concerns were raised. 

Collaboration tools: 

• Slack channel to resolve day to day implementation and integration issues as well as to arrange calls. 

• Microsoft Teams 

• Google meet 

3.3.2 Implementation design and development decisions 

As described in subsection 3.1.2 one of the design decisions regarding the TMB component was incorporating to it a 
database to facilitate the storage of data. The database that was chosen for the TMB to store data is MongoDB. The 
main incentive behind this decision is that MongoDB makes it easy for developers to store structured and 
unstructured data and does not require the extra effort of data normalization. Moreover, it is suitable for working 
with large sets of distributed data something that is the case in the ERATOSTHENES project. Additionally, unlike 
traditional databases MongoDB’s data models have no rows and provide flexibility while they also have the ability to 
change. Consequently, since in the ERATOSTHENES project lifetime new fields will be added in each data model, 
as the project progresses, the use of MongoDB is a natural choice. That is because in MongoDB will be relatively 
easy to change the data models that the TMB will utilize according to the needs of each pilot and use case [9] [10]. 

3.3.3 Implementation Issues and risks 

This subsection describes issues that occurred during the implementation and integration of the Trust Manager & 
Broker to its modules. In particular, one issue has appeared while integrating the Trust Manager & Broker to the 
Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment module and led to communication failure between the TMB and the TMRA. 
The cause of this problem was that the Trust Manager & Broker and the TMRA utilized different MQTT protocol 
versions. Specifically, the TMRA test implementation utilized a Paho [15] MQTT broker. This MQTT broker, which 
utilized the MQTT version 5 [19] protocol, was used to test MQTT events and messages in the context of the 
TMRA module’s implementation. However, the Trust Manager & Broker component implementation utilized the 
Aedes MQTT broker [17] with the MQTT version 3.1 protocol [14]. This resulted to incompatibility among the 
MQTT protocol versions. Initially a work around this problem was implemented by integrating Web Sockets to the 
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TMB by hosting a Web Socket Server which can emit and receive events. While this work around sufficed for using 
TCP and UDP Sockets, the TMRA component received a Malformed Packet (50002) error every time it tried to 
connect to the TMB as depicted in Figure 2: Communication issues between the Trust Manager & Broker and the 
Threat Modelling & Risk AsssessmentFigure 22.  

 

 

Figure 2: Communication issues between the Trust Manager & Broker and the Threat Modelling & Risk Asssessment 

To resolve this issue, it was agreed between all WP2 partners to use an MQTT broker that utilizes MQTT version 3. 
Consequently, the MQTT protocol the Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment module utilizes was downgraded to 
MQTT version 3.  The downgrading of the MQTT protocol utilized by the TMRA module resulted in resolving this 
issue. Currently, the communication between the TMB and the TMRA is established and performed without issues. 

3.4 Code Availability 

The code for the Trust Manager & Broker module, which constitutes D2.1, is available on the ERATOSTHENES 
project’s GitLab repository. The repository currently hosting the code can be accessed via this link. Besides the code, 
this repository also includes the interfaces that enable the Trust Manager & Broker to be integrated with the DLT, 
the MUD manager and the TMRA as well as the data models of the messages and the mongo DB. Additionally, the 
code of the initial Trust Score calculation algorithm is also in the same repository as well as a dockerized version of 
the TMB.  

https://ci-cysec.eng.it/gitlab/ERATOSTHENES/trust-manager-and-broker/-/tree/git_sync
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4 Trust Manager and Broker Description  

This section describes the technologies utilized to develop and integrate the Trust Manager & Broker component 
and its interfaces. Moreover, it provides insight to the templates and formats of the messages used as well as the 
utilized development tools and programming languages. 

4.1 Trust Manager and Broker component description 

This subsection presents the functionalities of the TMB’s implementation, the technologies utilized for the 
development and deployment of the TMB as well as the interfaces of the component. Figure 3 depicts the 
technologies that each component utilizes and were used in its development as well as the interactions among these 
components. 

 

Figure 3: Utilized technologies and interactions per component in the Trust Manager & Broker and the Trust Agent 

As can be seen in Error! Reference source not found.3 the current Trust Manager & Broker implementation 
comprises the following components: 

• The MQTT Broker which is implemented with the Aedes MQTT broker implementation. Aedes is a 
Barebone MQTT broker that can run and be deployed on any stream server and provides messages 
persistence, automatic reconnections, as well as high availability. The Aedes broker is implemented in 
TypeScript. 

• The Trust Handler functions implemented in Typescript, which orchestrate the MQTT messaging flows 
between the TMB and other modules. Through these functions the TMB updates the device profile when 
new data or assessments occur, routes messages, propagates requests to the corresponding modules and 
performs trust calculations for new and existing devices. 

• A MongoDB to which the Trust Manager & Broker connects. The MongoDB utilizes mongoose, an object 
modeling tool designed to work in an asynchronous environment, to maintain the trust score the trust score 
calculation algorithm computes. 
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• The Trust Algorithm, implemented in TypeScript, that computes an IoT device’s initial trust score by 
considering a set of weighted parameters that include: 

o The risk score the TMRA calculated about an IoT device 
o Attributes from the MUD file 
o Device attributes 

• The gRPC client which utilizes the gRPC publish subscribe protocol and extends the Trust Manager & 
Broker’s capabilities by introducing remote procedure calls that enable it to communicate with the DLT. 
Through the gRPC client the Trust Manager & Broker can write trust score data to the DLT and read trust 
score data from the DLT for a particular device. 

In addition to the above, this implementation currently includes one virtual IoT device which is represented by 
the Trust Agent (TA) and is implemented in NodeJS. The messages exchanged between the TA and the TMB 
are in json format. Moreover, the Trust Manager & Broker is a superset of the TMRA and MUD manager 
modules. Specifically: 

• The Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment module is implemented in Java. 

• The MUD manager is implemented in flask python 3. 

4.1.1 Trust Manager and Broker Sequence of operation 

The typical flow of operation in the case of the Trust Manager & Broker is as follows. Initially, an IoT device shares 
its data by using the TA module to connect to the Trust Manager & Broker. Once an MQTT connection has been 
established the data are sent by the TA to the Trust Manager & Broker which in turn forwards them to its internal 
modules (Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment and the MUD Manager). Once the reply messages containing 
information from each module have been received and processed, the TMB calculates the device’s initial trust score.  
Then it performs a Remote Procedure Call to the DLT. Through this call it writes the trust score to the DLT while 
simultaneously informs, via an MQTT message, the device about the trust score corresponding to it. 

4.2 Trust Manager & Broker component functionalities and messages 

This subsection describes the interfaces of the TMB and TA components as well as their inputs as they are 
envisioned at this stage of the project. Some of these interfaces are also defined in D5.1 “First System integration 
and Proof of Concept” [8].  

4.2.1 Trust Manager functionalities 

The following lib functionality of the Trust Manager invokes the Trust Score calculation algorithm. 

trustScore(TrustAgentData, risklvl) 

Usage The TMRA and the TA publish their messages to the MQTT topics 
“Device/DID/riskscore” and “Device/DID/TrustAgentData” respectivelly. 
Once the TMB receives these messages then it invokes the trustScore() 
functionality which is the implementation of the trust score calculation algorithm. 

Inputs • TrustAgentData: The data send to the Trust Manager by the TA 

• risklvl: the risk score computed by the TMRA regarding an IoT device  

Outputs This functionality returns the DevicesTrustScore which is a value in the closed 
range [0, 1]. Where 0 signifies low trust and 1 high trust. Specifically, the closer to 
0 is a device’s trust score the less trustworthy is considered while the closer to 1 is 
the trust score the more trustworthy is a device. 
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4.2.2 Trust Agent functionalities and messages 

Although not a part of the Trust Manager & Broker component, the TA constantly interacts with it. Specifically, it 
emits to the Trust Manager & Broker a message in json format containing the data of a device along with its MUD 
file’s URL. This message has the following template: 

DeviceData 

Usage Through this message the TA sends via the “Device/DID/DeviceData” MQTT 
topic information to the Trust Manager & Broker about the device it is deployed 
on. 

Message structure    { 

    "clientID":<Trust Agent’s Unique Identifier>, 

    "software":{ 

        "name": <software name>, 

        "distribution": <number of software distribution>, 

        "version":<number of software version> 

    }, 

    "hardware":{ 

        "cpu": <CPU capacity>, 

        "ram": <Memory capacity> 

    }, 

    "mudurl":"http://127.0.0.1:8080/lightbulb2000.json" 

} 

In the context of the initial Proof of Concept the following interface is implemented and utilized by the TA. 

connectDevice(DeviceData, MUDUrl, DeclaredDeviceBehavior) 

Usage This interface is invoked by the TA. After successful invocation the TA publishes 
the interface’s output to the MQTT topic “Device/DID/TrustAgentData”. 

Inputs • DeviceData: The data regarding a device from a hardware and software 
standpoint. 

• MUDUrl: The URL that contains a device’s MUD file on the MUD file 
server. 

• DeclaredDeviceBehavior: the device’s behavior as described in the 
manufacturer specification. 

Outputs This interface returns the Trust Agent Data which are formed based on the device 
data, the MUD Url and the expected behavior. 
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4.2.3 TMB-DLT interfaces and messages 

The following interfaces facilitate the exchange of messages between the TMB’s gRPC client and the DLT’s gRPC 
server.  

createTrustScore(DeviceTrustScore, deviceID) 

Usage This functionality is invoked as soon as the TMB calculates the trust score and 
through its gRPC client sends it to the DLT’s gRPC server. 

Inputs • DeviceTrustScore: The Trust Score 

• deviceID: An IoT device’s unique identifier. 

Outputs This interface does not return any value. Nevertheless, it emits an 
acknowledgment event: TrustScore Event deviceid: <id: ==> TrustScore: 
<score> ==> OK.  

 

readTrustScore(deviceID) 

Usage It is invoked when an ERATOSTHENES service requests a trust score for a 
particular device from the TMB. Specifically, the TMB’s gRPC client sends the 
readTrustScore request to the DLT’s gRPC server. Once the DLT’s gRPC server 
receives the request it retrieves the Trust Score for the device with deviceID and 
sends it to the TMB.  

Inputs deviceID: An IoT device’s unique identifier. 

Outputs This interface retrieves the Trust Score of an IoT device with a deviceID from the 
DLT. 

Between the TMB’s gRPC client and the DLT’s gRPC server the following messages are exchanged. 

Subscribe 

Usage At the beginning of the gRPC client’s execution this message is required to be sent 
and allows the gRPC client to subscribe to the gRPC server. 

Message structure   var req *eratosthenes.StreamingRawBytes 

              req = &eratosthenes.StreamingRawBytes{ 

             Subscribe: &eratosthenes.Subscribe{ 

            ClientId: <clientId>, 

             }, 

              } 

 

CreateTrustScore 

Usage This message allows the TMB’s gRPC client to publish a trust score to the DLT’s 
gRPC client. 

Message structure   var req *eratosthenes.StreamingRawBytes 
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               req = &eratosthenes.StreamingRawBytes{ 

            CreateTrustScore: &eratosthenes.CreateTrustScore{ 

              DeviceID: <deviceID>, 

             Score: <score>, 

            }, 

             } 

 

ReadTrustScore 

Usage This message allows the TMB’s gRPC client to receive a trust score from the 
DLT’s gRPC client. 

Message structure    req = &eratosthenes.StreamingRawBytes{ 

            ReadTrustScore: &eratosthenes.ReadTrustScore{ 

                   DeviceID: <deviceID>, 

           }, 

             } 

4.2.4 TMB-MUD Manager interfaces and messages 

The interfaces the Trust Manager & Broker utilizes to interact with the MUD Manager are implemented as MQTT 
topics. The topics are the following: 

• The Trust Manager & Broker currently publishes to the MQTT topic Device/DID/DeviceData the message 
containing the device’s MUD Url along with device data. This message has the following template: 

DeviceData 

Usage Through this message the TMB sends the device data of a particular device to the 
MUD manager along with the MUD url. 

Message structure    { 

    "clientID": <Trust Agent’s Unique Identifier>, 

    "software":{ 

        "name": <software name>, 

        "distribution": <number of software distribution>, 

        "version": <number of software version> 

    }, 

    "hardware":{ 

        "cpu": <CPU capacity>, 

        "ram": <Memory capacity> 

    }, 

    "mudurl":"http://127.0.0.1:8080/lightbulb2000.json" 

} 
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• The Trust Manager & Broker currently subscribes to the topic Device/DID/DeviceData to receive the MUD 
json file of an IoT device as an MQTT message originating from the MUD Manager. 

 

4.2.5 TMB-Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment interfaces and messages 

The Trust Manager & Broker needs to receive an IoT device’s risk score by the Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment 
module. To this end the TMB’s MQTT broker subscribes to the MQTT topic: 

• Device/DID/riskscore  

Through this topic the Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment module’s MQTT client sends the risk score of an IoT 
device as an MQTT message to the TMB. 

4.3 Trust Manager and Broker deployment 

The Trust Manager and Broker is deployed as a Docker service that integrates the Trust Manager & Broker with the 
Threat Modeling & Risk Assessment and the MUD manager modules. These three components/modules are 
members of the same Docker network. Moreover, this docker deployment implements a TA which enables devices 
to share their data that are eventually used by modules inside the TMB to perform their respective operations. 
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5 Research and Scientific Innovation 

This section presents the innovation of the ERATOSTHENES Trust Management solution compared to other DLT 
based Trust Management methods used in the context of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) and IoT networks. Since the 
ERATOSTHENES architecture employs a DLT to store trust data for an IoT device this section will present only 
the most representative related work in DLT-based Trust Management methods. The related work with respect to 
IoV is examined because the first pilot focuses on connected vehicles. 

In [1], a privacy preserving model that utilizes DLTs for exchange of information as well as Trust Management has 
been proposed. This model utilizes Physical Unclonable Functions after the vehicles are registered to ensure data 
trustworthiness and an Ethereum Virtual Machine [13]. The main shortcoming of this model is that it uses Ethereum 
DLT which requires paying a fee known as gas for every transaction. Therefore, it becomes costly in monetary 
terms. Another Trust Management mechanism is proposed by [2] which is DLT-based and decentralized. In this 
model vehicles evaluate the messages they receive from other vehicles and notify the RSUs about their evaluation 
results. The RSUs compute a vehicle’s trust score and act as miners in the proposed system’s DLT. This approach 
also considers two attacks in its adversarial model which are spoofing attacks and bad-mouthing attacks. In the 
second attack type vehicles provide negative feedback for honest messages sent by other vehicles. The DLT 
facilitates persistent trust records throughout the network and prevents their alteration. Similarly, to [1] the problem 
with this approach is that it employs mining which is inefficient from an energy consumption point of view and 
costly in terms of fees. Additionally, mining causes delays in the publication of data to the DLT which in time 
sensitive ecosystems such as IoV can cause problems. In [3] a DLT-based trust model that evaluates the 
trustworthiness of RSUs is proposed in which the DLT’s miners evaluate the trustworthiness of the RSUs. To 
evaluate an RSUs trustworthiness, this approach considers a variety of parameters such as weighted criteria, most 
recent interaction between two nodes and the outcome of the interaction (i.e., positive, or negative interaction). 

In [4] a decentralized multi-layer trust model for an IoT environment that evaluates the trust score of existing and 
new entities is presented. This model increases the trust score reliability by using a dynamic weighting aggregation 
scheme. Additionally, it employs Ethereum smart contracts to increase the solution’s security against TM oriented 
attacks (e.g., bad-mouthing). The authors of [5] developed a Trust and Reputation system for access control in IoT. 
This system uses an Ethereum DLT in which the trust and reputation score for a node is calculated. The main goal 
of this system is to develop self-adaptive and dynamic access control system. Moreover, the proposed TM method is 
attribute-based where trust and reputation are incorporated to assign different levels of access to different devices 
during each communication session. 

In contrast to the above solutions, the Trust Management approach the ERATOSTHENES project proposes uses 
Hyperledger Fabric. Hyperledger Fabric does not require gas to include trust records in the form of transactions to 
its ledger. Consequently, it is more economical compared to “traditional” DLTs such as Ethereum. Moreover, since 
it does not employ mining, it does not have delays that other DLTs have when a block is verified and added to the 
ledger. Therefore, it reduces the overall time required to publicize trust data on the ledger. Lastly, the most important 
benefit of utilizing Hyperledger Fabric is the lack of mining. Since Hyperledger Fabric does not utilize mining, the 
energy required to update and maintain the ledger is reduced. This results in reduced expenditures and carbon 
footprint in the operation of the proposed TM solution and consequently to the overall ERATOSTHENES 
platform. 

Another noteworthy aspect of the proposed Trust Management approach is the fact that it considers a variety of 
metrics and parameters to produce a trust score for an IoT device. These metrics are the risk score regarding an IoT 
device, an IoT device’s MUD file and data regarding an IoT device. This allows the ERATOSTHENES Trust 
Management approach to form a spherical view about an IoT device before evaluating its trustworthiness. 

Finally, this Trust Management approach will be tested in three different pilots with each encompassing multiple use 
cases. Specifically, the Trust Management’s approach applicability will be tested in the paradigms of Connected 
Vehicles, Industry 4.0, and Healthcare.  
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6 Conclusions 

The TMB contributes to the overall project goals by playing central role to the ERATOSTHENES architecture since 
it acts as the enabler of communication between the TMRA, the IoT devices, the MUD manager, the CTI agent and 
the IDS. Moreover, it facilitates the formation of trust relationships between entities in the IoT network as well as 
evaluates the trustworthiness of IoT devices and manages trust records for every IoT device. The most prominent 
feature of the TMB is that it considers multiple aspects about an IoT device before computing its trustworthiness 
score. Additionally, by facilitating the transmission of events regarding an IoT device to the TMRA, the TMB 
contributes to the computation of Risk Score for that device.  

This report presented the work carried out in the context of D2.1 of Task 2.1 until its submission date in M14. 
Specifically, it presented the results of Task 2.1 until M14 which are: 

• The design and implementation of the MQTT broker used by the Trust Manager and Broker. 

• The design and implementation of the Trust Agent and its interfaces. 

• The implementation of the first version of the algorithm that computes an IoT device’s initial trust score. 
This algorithm is deployed and executes on the Trust Manager & Broker. 

• The definition and implementation of interfaces that enable the TMB to be integrated with the MUD 
manager, the Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment module and with the DLT. 

• The integration of the TMB with the DLT, the Threat Modelling & Risk Assessment module and with the 
MUD manager. 

Besides the results of T2.1 until M14 this deliverable also presented the design and implementation decisions taken 
during the development phase of the Trust Manager & Broker while attention was given to ensure that everything 
was in line with the architecture of the ERATOSTHENES platform as described in D1.3. 

The next steps regarding Task 2.1 will be to keep adding functionalities the Trust Manager & Broker in order to 
meet all the requirements of the 1st pilot as described in Deliverable 1.2. This will include enhancing and enriching 
the trust score calculation algorithm with all the functionalities these requirements dictate. Moreover, the evolution 
of the Trust Manager & Broker as well as of Trust Score Calculation algorithm will continue so as to meet the 
requirements of Pilots 2 and 3. The version of the Trust Score calculation algorithm that will meet the requirements 
of pilot 1 will utilize mathematical techniques such as Multi Attribute Decision Making methodologies to compute 
the trust score for an IoT device. Future work in the context of Trust Score formation will involve Machine Learning 
and Lifelong Learning models. These approaches will contribute to the formation of a device’s trust score by 
monitoring an IoT device’s behaviour throughout its lifetime in the network and make predictions regarding the 
device’s trustworthiness. 
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